LTI Win with REV Group

APPROACH
The Customer: The REV Group is an American manufacturer of specialty vehicles the in Fire & Emergency,
Recreational Vehicles, and Bus & Industrial sectors. The company has an annual revenue of over $1 billion.
Customer Pain: REV Group’s existing architecture couldn’t meet the infrastructure demand and the current
infrastructure was limited on hardware and could not cater the performance requirement of the application.
Investing on a highly available infrastructure without assured returns was a challenge. The existing on-premise
DR solution had high network latency & low response time.

By using Azure, REV IT gets the enterprise capabilities it needs to receive an on demand scalable infrastructure
and ensure business continuity, while it only pays for the services it consumes. Without Azure, it might have
cost them 10 times more to build an environment that could cope with the future business requirement.
The company uses tools such Azure site recovery, Azure Backup, and Azure Automation to streamline critical IT
management functions.

IMPACT
 REV IT saved time, effort & money on deploying a high performance, scalable, Agile & fault tolerant SAP
platform in Azure
 Implementing DR in azure helped them to reduce the overall cost of the infra expenditure
 Moving to azure enabled them to scale much faster and more cost-effectively than it could in Onpremise datacenters

This is a great example of LTI team providing migration & operational support to REV IT on their cloud journey.

 With Azure, we have changed the Infrastructure model and dramatically reduced the build time. Ease of
operation was achieved by moving to Azure and reaping the benefits of cloud economics
 They have a scalable & cost-effective environment with on demand DR solution

The project helped to bring in more SAP to Azure migrations
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